
With Clear Globe LED Bulbs from Feit Electric, adding luxury style to your home is as simple as screwing in a lightbulb. 

The understated refinement of this sculptural glass sphere is sure to become a conversation piece. Its contoured 

geometric shape and delicate detailing deliver simple elegance to any room. Discreet white filament LED strips line the 

bottom edge to create an invisible bulb effect. Clean lines and soft light add a touch of sophistication to residential 

spaces, hotels, and luxury retail spaces. Its Soft White 2700K color temperature provides an inviting glow ideal for 

living rooms, dining areas, and bedrooms. Create a premium look in your space while saving energy with LED 

technology. Each bulb emits 500 lumens using only 5.5W of electricity. No special fixture is needed for installation. This 

bulb fits into medium E26 household sockets. Hang it from pendant lights or screw it into wall sconces for a modern 

update to traditional fixtures. Pair with Feit Electric woven fabric pendants to complete the look (sold separately). 

Integrated LEDs inside the bulb last up to 15,000 hours, for up to 13.7 years of gorgeous light.

Brightness (Lumens) Watts Wattage Equiv. Color Temp.

500 5.5 60 2700 (Soft White)

Annual Energy Cost Life Hours / Years Energy Efficiency Voltage

$0.66* 15000 / 13.6* 90.8% 120

CRI Shape Base Finish

90 G63 E26

Dimmable Beam Angle MOL / Diameter (in.) Location

Yes 320 9.1 / 7.8 Damp

* Estimated based on 3 hrs/day. Costs depends on rates and use

Feit Electric Company 4901 Gregg Road Pico Rivera, CA 90660 www.feit.com 800-543-FEIT

Features

⚫ Clear sculpted glass bowl shape adds a sense of luxury to any space

⚫ Discreet white filament LEDs line the bottom of the glass, blending into 

the aesthetic of any room

⚫ Looks as beautiful off as it does on, sculpted design is ideal for pendants 

and other uncovered fixtures

⚫ Soft White light provides warm, inviting light ideal for living rooms, 

bedrooms, retail, and hospitality spaces

⚫ Long-lasting LED bulbs are rated for up to 15,000 hours or up to 13.7 

years with 3 hrs. average daily use

RNDCL927CAWFIL/HDRP

5.5W Soft White
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